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The Coalgebra Structure of Hopf Algebras* 
It is well known that a countable .Ibelian p-group without elements of infinite 
height is a direct sum of cyclic groups and that the structure of an arhitrarl 
countable reduced Abelian p-group is determined by its Calm-Kaplansk! 
invariants. ‘I’herc is :I theorem for Hopf algebras, analogous to the first of the 
above, which states that an irreducible, cocommlltati\re Hopf algebra of countahlc 
dimension over a perfect field of char. p :; 0 without elements of infinite coheight 
is isomorphic as a coalgcbra to a tensor product of sequence of divided power 
coalgebras. Thus the question arises: over a perfect field of char. p :. 0, arc 
there invariants that determine the coalgebra structure of an irreducible co- 
commutative Hopf algebra of countable dimension that has no infinite sequences 
of divided powers, but has, possibly, elements of infinite coheight. In this paper 
we show that for certain classes of these Ifopf algebras (most not&Iv the class 
of those Hopf algebras with the propertv that every finite subset is contained 
in a finite-dimensional sub-Hopf algebra) the answer is yes. ‘I’hc in\-ariants ha\-c 
a direct and obvious analogy to the Urn-Kaplansky invariants for groups. 
Our technique will be to construct coalgebra isomorphisms from irreducible 
cocommutative Hopf algebras to irreducible commutative, coconlrnutative Hopf 
algebras with the property that thcpth power of every element of zero augmenta- 
tion is zero. (Let us call this property, “property (*)I’.) These Hopf algebras arc 
comparatively easy to handle (mainly because every sub-Hopf algebra is con- 
tained in another sub-Hopf algebra in which it has codimcnsion p). and one can 
use the techniques of group theory to show that the invariants uniquely dctrr- 
mine the coalgebra structure. 
It is worthwhile noting that for commutative Hopf algebras there is a related 
problem that can be expressed in the language of Dieudonni- modules. For each 
irreducible commutative, cocommutative Hopf algebra over a perfect field of 
characteristic p > 0, 3 Dieudonnk module m(fZ) can be defined as follows: 
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C:onsidcr the sequence of Hopf algebras, 
apply the functor Hom(--, H), and take the direct limit. (r and W7, defined 
in 0.5, below.) This direct limit, which wc call m(N), is an abelian group via 
the multiplication of [8, p. 691 and is also an End(W’=)-module. (Bnd(Wz) is 
generated by the LVitt ring of the ground field, F [a linearized pth power map], 
and ir. These elements operate on m(H) in the obvious way.) This process is 
functorial and yields an equivalence between the category of irreducible com- 
mutative, cocommutative Hopf algebras over a perfect field and a full subcategory 
of the category of End(t/,)-modules. See [1 , pp. 539 ff.] for more details. 
Now let 112 be the submodule of End(W,) g enerated by the N’itt ring of the 
ground field and I’. m(H) is of course an M-module, but as an JZ-module the 
multiplicative structure of H is less apparent. This leads to the question: If 
m(H) N m(G) as M-modules is H N G as coalgebras. Xote that if H has 
property (“) then F acts trivially on m(H). Thus, if both N and G have property 
(“), m(H) N m(G) as End(W,)-modules if and only if m(H) e m(G) as 
ill-modules. It follows, by the above mentioned theorem, m(H) N m(G) as 
J1l-modules if and only if H ‘V G as coalgcbras. (‘onsequently, if it is true that 
H z G as coalgebras implies m(l’r) Y m(G) as Lif-modules, then, for those 
categories of commutative Hopf algebras for which each object is isomorphic 
as a coalgebra to a Hopf algebra with propert!’ (^), the desired categorical 
equil-alence follows. 
Another functor, let us call it C, to consider in this contest is that formed 
b!- applying Coalg( -, 1-i) to ... -% IV,, -% ... -% PI; -% E’,, and taking the 
direct limit. C (EI) is also an M-module and again it may be expected that L will 
yield an equivalence on coalgebra isomorphism classes of Hopf algebras.(Herc 
it is clear that if )I ‘V G as coalgebras, then X’(ff) ry G(G) as M-modules.) 
This paper is arranged as follows. Immediately below is an introductorv 
discussion of various ideas and theorems that will be used later. In Section 1, there 
is a sequence of technical propositions that are needed for later constructions. 
In Section 2, there are two theorems that give various sets of conditions under 
which Hopf algebras will be isomorphic as coalgebras to Hopf algebras with 
property (*). In Section 3, several theorems are proven showing that many Hopf 
algebras satisfy one or the other of these conditions. Finally, in Section 4, it is 
shown that there are invariants that determine the coalgebra structure of these 
Hopf algebras and it is also indicated which lists of invariants may occur. 
Throughout this paper K will be a peTfed field of characteristic p > 0. Various 
categories of Hopf algebras will be designated as follows: 
2 will be the category of irreducible cocommutative Hopf algebras over K 
which contain no infinite sequences of divided powers. 
*I will be the category of irreducible cocommutative Hopf algebras of count- 
able dimension over K which contain no infinite sequences of divided powers. 
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%?a will be the full subcategory of Zr consisting of those Hopf algebras that 
have the property that every finite subset generates a finite-dimensional sub- 
Hopf algebra. 
??’ will be the category of irreducible commutative, cocommutative Hopf 
algebras over K which contain no infinite sequences of divided powers and 
which have the property that thepth power of every element of zero augmentation 
is zero. 
Yr will be the full subcategory of 3 consisting of the Hopf algebras of count- 
able dimension. 
If N E 1 & /, we define I;: H --f Has the (lip)-linear map which is dual to the 
9th power map in H*. (See [9, p. 5201 for details.) \Ye let H,, :. H and, for an) 
ordinal 01, we define inductively H, as V(Hfi. r), if a: is not a limit ordinal, and as 
fliiil H,: , if ai is a limit ordinal. x will be said to have cohei’hf a: if .T E H, , and 
to have coheiglzt precise[y u: if x E H, -- Hz iI . Note that, since I’ is both a 
coalgebra and an algebra map [3, Proposition 4.1.6, pp. 278-2791, 11, is a sub- 
Hopf algebra of H for all iy. 
IVe define .9(H) :~ p rimifiues of Ii :- lx E II 1 Ax =: s c<, 1 ~- 1 jLi .x1. It is 
useful to think of the primitives as corresponding to the so& of an Abelian 
group and thus we define fn(H), th e ath C7m-Kaplansky imarianf of H, as 
dim(~(HJ~(HR+J). 
Ke call a sequence of elements Ox =- 1, ix,..., “x an n-sequence of divided 
pouws over Is if Llis -= C: MU ‘d @ l-ix for all i. The analogy between “height” 
in Abelian groups and “coheight” in Hopf algebras in strengthened by the 
following. 
LERIMA 0.1 [9, 1,emma 7, p. 5211. A-lssume that o.~ : - 1, I.\. ,,.., ! ‘.v is a 
(t - I)-sequence of divided powers and that 4~ has cohe@ht II ~-- ; i i’.fo~ I i <:. t 
a?ld t < pn+l. ‘Then there is a t.v of coheight 72 - ‘; t II rxtendinf the wquenre. 
(1’ i I’ is defined 411 p’:? yc i s! p”i’lJI,) m 
LERI~IA 0.2. [3, Proposition 4.1.9, p. 2821. I-(‘(s) : = l),“~~ if /I II, a?jd 
J7(“x) == 0. otherwise. h 
PROPOSITION 0.3 [9, Theorem 2, p. 5211. If 11 is$nite, .s E.Y(ZZ~~) (f and OM’J~ 
if there exists a p n+l - 1 sequence of divided pozers oz’ey x. m 
PROPOSITIOK 0.4 [9, Theorem 3, p. 5211. A-1 ssume that NE i 27 j has no 
elements of injinite co?zeight and that Y(H) h as a basis B = [xi]ie, that contains a 
basis qf Y(Z3?,) f OY all 11. (This basis always exists ;f dim Y(H) is countable.) Jf 
xi E:Y(HJ, If9 ?Yi = 1, IN, = xi )..., pTkil- * lx. be a maximal sequence of dirided 
powers over xi . Theta, if I is xizqen an ordering, the monomials VY~~QW~, ... ~~~~~~~~ 
with il < i2 < . * < i,,, and with all possible ni form a basis of 1% 1 .’ ” 
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Now it follows directly from [5, Theorem 1.3, pp. 4-S] that one can replace in 
Proposition 0.4 the jxi element in the sequence of divided powers bl 
by, fli’,y‘ f,l’-.y, . . . fd”<y; ) ~j+(y(J 0 t, ..: p and C t,~’ :m= j. and still have a 
basis. In the following we will need to take this idea a couple of steps further. 
The factors of the basis monomials will continue to be of the form tj’“x2’, with 
0 ..z t < p, but ljlxTi may appear as a factor but not “‘xi , 1 : j. Further, the 
‘.Y,‘s used as factors \vill not in general span the primitives. (For instance, 
primitives may appear as the difference of txo different “is, .) \Ve riced these 
gcncralizations so that suhscts of the monomials can span certain sub-Hopf 
algebras. 
\Yith this AS moti\-ation we take the folk)\\ ing conventions. 
As aho~e an wth divided power owr .I’ 1% ill be denoted “‘A. 
IfI f,“‘.v some .s and 111, then F’ will denote ti’n’.~, 0 t p. 7'0 reiterate. 
unless othcr\vise stated, z&n y t- N, ~1’ zci2l nof denote the rth pozceu of?;, but a 
tp”’ divided powcl.. 
I)EFISITION. If 5’ :- [ y, j,;, is a set of p”th divided po\vers (various IL’S) 
indexed b!- an ordered set I, we will say that S is a set of pseudo-~gelleuatol,s of 
11 (or S pscudogeneratcs Ef) if the monomials y:: ...yly;; I with 0 t, : p 
and i, . i, “. i,,, form il basis of lf. 
The monomials \vill be called basis ~rononziuls. 
Iotc that, in general, pseudogenerators do not generate ii as a coalgebra and, 
\mlcss I1 c 9 a proper subset will generate H as a Hopf algebra. 
1 t will f.1.cqufGtl\- be necessar!- in the sequel to restrict our attention to certain 
t! pcs of sequcnccs 01‘ divided powers which are defined b&n-. 
I)wIxII.IOK 0.5. IYe first construct II., , the nth \\.itt Hopf algebra, I)! 
gi\-ing the noncommutative polynomial ring K[I-,, , l., ,..., I,,] a Hopf algebra 
structure by letting I;, be a primitive, extending to a ( p 1 )-sequence of 
divided po\~crs in KC)‘,,]: 1. ‘y -: I,, 1 ‘y,..., I’- ‘y and formally defining d I-, so 
that I’, is ;I pth divided power. XOXV extend this to a p” --~ l sequence of divided 
po\\ws in k[ 1,) , I-,] : 1, ‘J - 1-u ) ‘s..... ‘Is : 1-, ,.... f’J l~v and define 31’, 
JO ttlat 1.: is a p’ divided power. (‘ontinuing in this manner- one can define A Yei 
so that I., is a pi divided power for all i. \\‘e give M’?, a Hopf algebra grading h! 
lettin:; dcx I*, p’, and bv requiring inductively that for all i. ‘-v be homo- 
genwus uf deqrec i. (The existence of the needed extensions follows from 
Lemma 0. I as explained in [7, Definition 2.6, p. IO].) 
\Vhilc this construction is not unique we will fix once and for all some particular 
cc~nstruction and call it IV,, . In addition, we will assume that k& C [VT,-, via 
I-, ---t I., 11’: is the infinite generalization of the IV, . 
In our discussion of Dicudonni: modules above, the II,‘,, wel-e the commutative 
analog of the above. These arc unique. i: was the linear Hopf algebra map 
defined \-ia I-, -f l., , for i ..: 1 and IV0 + 0. F was the linear Hopf algebra map 
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defined via Yi -+ Yip for all i. Note that on any element F and B differ from F 
and r7, respectively, by a scalar multiple. 
DEFINITION. A sequence of divided powers 1 = OX, r.v ,..., rJ”+‘-‘.v in Ii will 
be called a standard sequence if there exists a Hopf algebra map F: Wn --j H such 
that p)(“y) == i~ for all i. 
P(~;J = ~“.r will be called the mth-generator of the standard sequence or a 
standard generator. 
Note that if x E 9(H,) then there is a ( pf2 1 r - I)-standard sequence over X. 
y: 8’; --f H can be constructed as follows: 
Map 16 to X. This will define v 1 W, and the q(jy), 0 < j < p will be a ( p - I)- 
sequence of divided powers in H% . By Lemma 0.1 this sequence will have an 
extension 7’~ in fI,-r . Map Yr --j “x and obtain q~ jW . Now the I, 0 << 
j <p2 - 1 will be a (p” - l)-.xq sc uence of divided pokers in H,~-l and again 
by Lemma 0.1, this can be extended bp a 112~v in H,l+z . The general construction 
should now be clear. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
\\.e will need the following lemma and corollary in order to construct coalgebra 
isomorphisms. The following notation will be useful. 
Let e be a function from a set I to the nonnegative integers such that e(i) = 0 
for almost all i E I. Denote C e(i) as j e I. If n E Z, then let (ne)(i) = ne(i). Also, 
if c and dare two other such functions on I, sav that c t d = e, if c(i) -1 d(i) = 
e(i) ‘ji E I. 
Sow let (OX~ = 1, ?x~ , 2.vr , ...)iE, be a collection of sequences of divided 
powers in some Hopf algebra and give 1 an ordering. WC will denote by n %vj 
the product: c(il)~i, Eli ..* ~(Qx~ with i1 < i, e; ... < i, . (We assume of 
of course that if e(j) + 0, jk (il}:J4r .) Eote that O(n%;) = Cc7,rzr (I7 c~L”i @ fl “xi). 
Similarly, if ( yJiE, with I ordered is a set of p”th divided powers (various n’s) 
and if e(z) < p for all i, then the product: y~~il)3,~l(i~) ...yz?’ will be denoted 
lJ.?*,’ where i1 < i? < ... < i,,, 
LErmI.4 1. I. Let G, H E 1 A“ j and assume v: H -+ G is a coalgebra morphism. 
Let (Oxi = 1, I.v~ , ?x~ ,..., “~x~>E~ be a finite collection of sequences of divided 
pozvers in H. Let J = {e} be the set of integer valuedfunctions dejined on the positive 
integers s m and such that 0 c< e(i) < ni for all i. Put an ordering on J. Then, 
for each e E J, there exists a primitive in G, denoted x, , and a sequence of divided 
powers in G: O.Z, = 1, ?z, = z,, , ?z, ,... such that Vf E Jy(n fxi) = xi l’-I %, 
where dj: J - Z=, and we sum over all j such that x:r dj(e)e = f. 
The sequences of dividedpowers may be freely chosen, subject only to the restriction 
that if ne E J, the sequence ocer 2% must be of length n. (Of course a change in the 
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selection of the sequences of divided powers over z, will change the x, when a(i) > 
e(i) Vi and a #- e). 
Proof. Note that, if if 1 -= 1, then y(JJ ‘xJ =: z@ . Assume inductively that 
we have found z,, and %,, , 3z, ,... satisfying the hypothesis for all g E V such 
that g(i) < f(i) for all i and s i/- j. Then as o(n fxi) = xfll b-j (n axi @ n “xi) 
we have that 
where the outer sum is over all a, b such that a ;- b = f and a + f :,L b, the 
first inner sum is over c such that Ce c(e)e == a, and the last sum is over d such 
that 2,~ n(e)e =-: b. ( c and d are functions on J, while a, b, d, fare functions on 
the integers 1. 2 ,..., 1~) 
Rearranging the double sum yields p(n fq) (g) 1 -;- 1 @ ~(17 j.vJ A- 
C[rlC- -<I @J j-J f’zr,], where the sum is over all c, d such that Ce c(e)e + 
Cp d(e)c L= ,fand neither sum equals f. But this is exactly: 
where each sum is over (c ) Ce c(e)e =: f, c( f ) :m= 0:. Thus p(n f~,) - C (n ~‘“n(,) 
(summed as above) is a primitive-which we have denoted zr . 
Note that if nf E J, zf is contained in a sequence of divided powers of length 71. 
For if re(i) :?i.f(i) f or all i (e -/ f) then we may assume inductively that z, is 
contained in a sequence of divided powers of length YZ. Thus, if pt is the largest 
power of p less than or equal to n, we have that each factor in C (n (‘zc) has 
coheight i. (Again summing over {c / 1,. c(e)e :- f, c(f) =: 01.) (Recall that 
I;-ysx2.i) = S,‘?lfXi ) if pt I s (Lemma 0.2).) But V(n ~‘/xJ =- n ‘si. Thus 
p(n fx,) has cohcight t, which implies that zf has coheight f; and the desired 
sequence exists (Proposition 0.3). 1 
COROLLARY 1.2. Let G, 11~ 1 X j and let (Oxi = 1, r.vi , 2~i ,..., nz~ij~?l be 
a jinite collection of sequences of divided powers in H. Define J as in the lemma, let 
f E J, and let C be the subcoalgebra of H zuith basis: (I-I a~i ; a(i) < f(i), a f f 1. 
Assume that there is a coalgebra morphism q: C-t G such that the n3-‘~fis, , as dejined 
in the Zemma, are in G, = V(G) for all j ((f/n)(i) s 0 if n 7 f(i), and S- f (i)i;n 
if n 1 f(i).) Then 9 can be extended to the coalgebra spanned by 11 fxi and C. 
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Note. For convenience we will assume that the sequence of divided powers 
above each ,zG is a standard sequence. 
Proof. By the lemma, if n %zi E C, then &J %ci) = C (n ‘?a,) where we 
sum over {c /x:, c(e)e = a}. We would like to define &j f~i) as C (n ‘z,) 
summing over {c / Ce c(e)e = f, c(f) = O}. To do this we must be sure that, 
if ye(;) <f(i) for all i, then z, is contained in a standard sequence of length Y. 
If re + f, then r,z, will have occurred in cp(JJ r%J. If ye = f and Y is not 
a power of p, then the sequence can be extended. (Any standard sequence can be 
extended at terms which are not powers of p.) Finally, if Y = pj, we have by 
hypothesis that p’-lzj,,. has coheight enc. Thus, as noted in the introduction, 
the sequence can be extended. 1 
Before proceeding let us establish the following notations. 
LetIiEj~iandletK=HoCH1CE-12C...CN”C...beasequcnccof 
sub-Hopf algebras indexed by the ordinals. Assume that V(H”~l ‘) C FP for all 01. 
Let I be an ordered set and let S == { yJiE, be a set of p”th divided powers 
(various n) such that for each i E I there exists 01~ such that yi E Nai~m’ - Hal and 
all the lower terms in the sequence are in HQ. 
(Typically the yi will be standard generators. For standard generators, if 
I)‘(yJ is an (n - I)-standard generator in H”, then the pr2 - 1 term in the 
standard sequence will be in Ho: also.) 
Let 23 = (yi}iE,a = { yi I yi E ff&}. Th en for each function e defined on I 
such that 0 < e(i) < p for all i and such that j e 1 < 03, define a function on the 
nonlimit ordinals z by C(E) == C e(i) ( summing over i EI, - Imp!,). We will 
say that Z >f if there exists an ordinal /3 such that Z(E) = f(a) for all 
N > p and Z(P) >f(F). 
Now for each nonlimit ordinal 01, let 7, be the prqjection: H - T?/HS--l. 
(Note: IjTINa-l is not a coalgebra.) Define #, as 7e(al)] @I Mel @ ... @I $Lam)J 
where 01~ > 01~ > ... > a,,, and if a(p) + 0, /3 = aj for some j. (For any linear 
map 7, 
[nl _- 
Similarly, for w E H, 
,rn1 _ -w@w@J*~‘6?Jw.) 
I .I 
n-t?mes 
Finally, set pa = #&er-, . 
LEMMA 1.3. With the above notation, let 01~ > a2 > ... > “I,,, be the list oj 
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ordinals on which e is nonzero. Then p&n y,“) = MuI @ Mx, $j ... @ AZEm achere 
iMa, is the e(olj)-fold symmetric tensor generated by: 
Further ;ff < C, then p,-(JJ y/) = 0. 
I-‘voqf. If we let ~“‘isi 7 yi then we can write n yie as n dxi . Then 
where n-e sum over (ci, cZ ,..., r;,i) such that 1 C; = d. \‘\-c wish to determine 
for which (ci , c2 ,..., ciel) is $(,(JJ Q.Y~ @ ... (3 n Cieki) nonzero. If qGa is nonzero 
then the first g(q) tensorands must he in 1I -- H1l-l. 
Now we have assumed that if yi --_ y”‘.vi E IIal. then JJ’Q ixi E Hal--l. Thus for 
eachj such that 1 < j ,z p(q), there exists an i E I-‘1 - TQ1-l such that cj(i) 1 ’ p+. 
On the other hand, if we sum over all j’s, Ci (Ci c,(i)) :~= xi d(i) := Ci plzie(i) 
where xi e(i) r= e(q). (Each sum over i is for i E 1‘1 -- IAl-].) It follows that for 
eachj+e , , ’ -.(Il) c.(i) -:: piii for csactlv one i t fR1 ~- PI--l and is zero on the others, 
and that, ifj > e(q), then cj(i) em= 0 for all i E 111 ~~ 111 l. 
By repeating the same argument for e(q) < j .s. ~(a,) (using the fact that 
cj(i) = 0 for i E Ial -- I’]-r), one obtains that cj(;) = piii for exactly one 
i E P-i - Ia, and is zero on the others, and that cj(i) -= 0 for all i E 1’~ - 13p-l 
if j ::: Z(CQ) or j > ?(a?). Continuing this process will show that for each rj , 
there is only one i for which q(i) # 0. For that i, cj(i) := p”i and i E Ilt ~- P--l 
if I < j 5; e(q). Thus each n “j.vi is exactly of the form: pnixi = yi 
where i E 1‘t -- Pf-l and ~(a~-~) <: j -.< c(q). Thus lbZ(n rl~vi @ .*. @ n +IXJ 
is one of the terms in 3[,[ ~;i, L1l,,, @I ... (3 L11x . Since A ~~l-i(n “xi) contains 
(among other things) the symmetric tensor gener%ed hv n CIY~ 61 ... (55 n %i.ri 
the desired result follows. 
The last paragraph of the lemma follows from the fact that, if n yi’ = n !‘.vi , 
then (using the same analysis)there is no term of the form:n (‘1.~~ fl... an Cie~.~Wi , 
with x c, :m 1g, on which [/Jo is nonzero. 1 
COROLLARY 1.4. Using the notation aboae described assume that for each 
ordkalo1, SQ’-~ - S” is independent module Ha. Then the monomials {n yip} are 
independent. 
Proof. .\ssume A* = xj kj(n y%j) = 0 with 0 m/ kj E K. Using the ordering 
on the cj defined above, assume for convenience that or Z c’~ V,i . Bp the lemma, 
p,l(N) == C Q,-,(n y$) where the sum is over j 3 ej z= or . But the TJ yi) are 
independent, which means that the M+ F -;1z, 3 ... 0 M, m are independent, 
i.e., p,JN) j. 0. Contradiction. 1 
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n’otr. The following partial converse is clear: 
If ,V is a set of pseudogenerators then s” 1 .V is independent module H’. 
COROLLARI- 1.5. Continuing the ahore mtation, assume ilz additiorz that 
S == :yl)CCi pselcdo~enerates H. The?1 S* -~: [y.‘~ ), rEl* also pseudogenerates IT, 
whew I ~-~ I* as sets but kave dz#erent orderings. 
Proc(/: I\-e will denote monomials formed with the ordering of I* by fl* yi”. 
Assume inductively that (n*y;, 1 ;I < ~1 is independent and spans the same 
vector s-pace as [nyid 1 d < F). Then write nxyic as Cj ki(ny>) with 0 ;i: 
kj E K. If for some ej , ~~ 2 eand ej / e, then by Lemma 1.3, pc, of the left-hand 
side Gil not equal pcJ of the right-hand side. Contradiction. Similarl!; if F > C’~ 
Vj, pZ on the t\vo sides will be unequal. Q’e conclude that IT* y,’ -= n y,’ -‘- 
xi kj(ne\$,j with F, < F. Thus the induction continues. 1 
COROI.I..\RY 1 .6. If yiT2 is wzowzentaz~i!~~ gio;ezz its normz~ ?neatzitz{, therz the 
nzononzial.~ n ?*,I ~form a basis of I-1 [fad ant) if S psrudqetleuates. 
/‘,oof. Sotr that p,((l/e!) nyi’) _ : P,(~JI~~) w h cre on the left-hand side 
11 11 has its normal meaning and on the right-hand side the meaning used in this 
i~iper and F! n (e(i)!). ‘I’h 1 c xoof of (‘orollarv 1.5 can non- be used. m 
60ROLL.4RI- 1.7. -&sunze Ni7 1 Is jizzite dinzensio?zal arzd that S = (yijiEln 
psez*rjo,urner.ate.z HI,. Then, if T -2 [ ~1,: itr is a wzasinzal set of standard generators 
of IL” ’ independent wzodulo Ii’“, therz S v T pseudogenerates Hn I. 
Pz~f. Ij!- [5, C‘ONJkIry 1.4, p. S] H”. ’ is a free right Ii” module with a basis 
(in the notation of this paper) of monomials in they”, i E J. Since I’(FP+z) C HJ”, 
the t, .’ /I and it follows that dim H” I1 == pr J; dim IS”. But this is precisely the 
nnmbcr of [n~,~: with i E I u J. RV Corollarv 1.4 these monomials are 
independent. 1 
C‘0K0rL.41~1. 1.8. Assunze that S = ( y, 1 iEz pseudogenerates H and let n llsi =-- 
n ?r,‘. Ijet c be a .fzuzction on r szzclz tkat c(i) s.; d(i) fey all i and c =j- d. Therz, 
if one writes n ‘.Y, as xj ki(n yzj) with ki E K, then z;? < p.foy nl1.j. 
Pm$ .Issume the contrary and then for convenience take ?I > Z? Vj. Then 
b!; Lemma 1.3, pa,(xj k,(n 3’2)) # 0. Define e;* by cIx(a) = e,(a) for a > 0 
and FI”(0) z.7 I (e(O) is always 0). Then, since il* > F~ > F, we know from 
Lemma 1.3 that #Cl* is 0 on each term of dlc,*!-l(n “xi). Among these terms is 
each term of (0,,1, -z(n CX,)) @ n(d--e).~i . Rut ~,,(n(d-~),r~) + 0 and $<, @ T,, -= 
iti,,% . Thus &, is zero on each term of d;+,(n~ s,), i.e., p,-,(n c.q) = 0. 
C’ontradiction. 1 
~OROI.LAR~- 1.9. (a) Assume that 111 = Cj kj(nyfj) with kj E K is an mth 
dkided pmer in H” ! 1 such that all the lozcer terms in the sequence are in HA. (dny 
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primitive of H l-1 ’ has this property, trivially.) Then M z’s of the form: xi ki y( - N 
with ki E K, yi E W l and N E Ha. 
(b) lf S == ( yijiE, is a set of pseudogenerators and x E:Y(EI) has coheight n 
relative to HflL’, then there exists a p’“th divided over x of the form: C ki yi -L i”v 
Kith ki E K-, yi E SY-i I, N E H”. 
Proof. (a) By hypothesis, AM = 112 $1 1 1 14 M + T with T E I!& f’s H*. 
Thus, if either e(a + 1) > 1 or ~(a -I- I) =I 1 and j e j >, 1, then p,(X) =- 0. 
Now assume for convenience that cI 2: 8; for all j. Then p,-,(xj k,(n y%j)) 7’ 0 
by Lemma 1.3. Thus either ~~(a + I) = 0, or ~~(a: + 1) == 1 and F, - 1. 
And, since F~ is the largest cj , this is exactly the desired result. 
(b) In V(Hn~iI) x h as coheight n --.- 1 and thus is contained in a sequance 
of divided powers of length p’” -- 1 in 17(Hfl “) C He. By Lemma 0.1, this can be 
extended in HJil and we have found a p”th divided power which satisfies the 
hypothesis of a). 1 
JVe continue to use the notation of previous sections. In addition, if HI’ is a 
sub-Hopf algebra of If, we will denote by f1,” the sub-Hopf algebra of H” 
whose elements have coheight 01 relative to H, i.e., 13E’z =~ H” n 1-I . Similarly, 
if S = \’ yijiEi C H, 9” z - S n H’“, S, =. S n H, , and S,” = S n N,“. Mso 
I, = (i 1 y1 G S,j, etc. 
If R is a subset of I$, then [R] will be the subcoalgebra of H generated 1~~ R
and (<R;, will be the sub-Hopf algebra of H generated by R. 
TIIEoaeaf 2. I. Let I1 E j X2 j and assume that it is pseudogenerated by 
S := ( yi)ier , a set of standardgenerators. Assumefurther that there exists a sequence 
(indesed h?j the nonnegative integers) of jinite-dimensional sub-Hopf a[yebl-as 
K = Ii” C II’ C H” C ... such that 
(1) UHj=H; 
(2) I’(Hj-‘z) C HJ for j ; 0; 
(3) [,-n(ff;-‘) _ Hi;; wJleneeer I,cs”(H:‘2’7 + K; 
(4) S,j pseudogenerates F&i,fttr a@ j, L 
Then II is isomorphic as a coalgebra to an object in !ql which zoe zuill call G. 
Proof. I% an integer PIZ > 0. Assume inductively that we have defined 
K = Go C G1 C G2 C ... C G”’ with Gj E 1 9’1 I, and coalgebra injections: 
$: Hj -+ Q+l (for 0 ,:cj :< m -- 1) and 9~‘: [H”‘--’ u Pz] --, G”? such that 
(a) ‘p! lIil := q i for I -.: j 5: ~2; 
(b) $(Si) pseudogenerates Gj for j . ; 112; 
(c) #(H%j) C (@“(So+‘)\ forj <: m. 
((#(S,j); will be denoted by G,j.) 
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To continue the induction we will define G”‘-rl E %‘i / and extend vjl’ to 
F m-1: [ZZ’“-l u S17)+1] ---f G”” and to 9”‘: H”’ - Gnr7r, with both coalgebra 
injections satisfying a, b, and c. 
As an algebra Gmfl is defined as the commutative polynomial ring over G”’ in 
[1.7,],E,m-1-,,,, modulo the ideal generated by the pth powers of the Yi . Kow note 
that we have assumed that V(HiJl -‘) C N’“-I, which means that if yi E ,!?I ‘r then 
V( yi) E Hp~t-l, i.e., each term in the standard sequence before yi is in Hm-l. 
Fly induction hypothesis I$‘-~: H”‘-l ---f GTiz has been defined, so we may define 
A], z= I’[ fg 1 -t 1 @ TTi t- P)“~-I @ ~“‘m’(dy~ - 1 @vi -yi @ 1). Thus if 
we set E( YJ = 0, we have a diagonalization and augmentation for the algebra 
generators of G”” l and clearly this can be extended to a Hopf algebra structure 
for all of G’“fl. (Note that, by Corollary 1.6, {Y.}. z zeSmtl will pseudogenerate 
Glj’~+i; but it is not true that the Ei are standard generators.) 
By the way we have defined A ITi we can obviously extend vnL to P;-r via 
yi -j I-, . So now we must extend vrn to Htn, i.e. (since P’ pseudogenerates HI”), 
to the monomials {n yiP)iE,m . Fix an e. Then, using the definition of e and the 
ordering of the egiven in the discussion preceding Lemma 1.3, assume inductively 
that, for all d such that a < 2, that y?‘” has been extended to nyi” so that 
@‘(n yid) E GF+l if nyzd E ZZfl. (Note that since San& pseudogenerates H,‘“, 
n yifz E ZZtiln if and only if yi E S,“l whenever d(i) =# 0.) (Xote too that by the first 
induction hypothesis if C(M) == 1 and 2(i) = 0 for i $ ~1, then pTjl has alread! 
been defined, for under these conditions n yie is just an element of S”l.) 
Let r’7’i.vi = yi and rewrite n yie as n <,vi . Then A(JJ cx,) = xa LbLa cxi @ bzi . 
i\‘ow, in general, the n Oxi and the n ‘si are not basis monomials, but by 
Corollarv 1.8, each is a linear combination of nyid where d < c. So by the 
second induction hypothesis, ?“a has already been extended to all the n axi , 
where (0 :‘r c), such that p”(n “xi) E Gc-’ if n n~y\li E ZZaj. (Of course, the list of 
n aavi s the same as the list of n b~vi .) ,?\ssume n C.vZ’, E HE”&. We wish to define 
rpl”(fl c.yi) as an element of Gz+i. Bv Corollary 1 
$1 
2, this will be possible if the 
zi.tllf (as defined in Lemma 1.1) are in V(G,“‘r). 
To do this we first show that, if n n~vi E P(ZZ,““), then qfJz(n %J E IP(Gz+l). 
NOW I;Tz(H,T’L)C( Vn(HTTi) n H,+J C H,“L-,““. Thus, by hypothesis (3), P(ZZt-‘+r) = 
Hb$2n+1. Thus, for every t-standard generator w of ZZT+2nf1, there will be a 
(n -:- t)-standard generator a’ in ZZ$+l such that P(w’) = ZU. It now follows 
from Corollary 1.9 that 
vy[s:+l u Hz-‘]) 3 S:+:n+l, 
and, since v”l+l commutes with V, that Vn([~m+l(S~+l) u G,“‘]) 3yTn+1(Slan41;12n+1). 
The latter generates (as a Hopf algebra) Gz&?‘, while ~“~“(S~+‘) u G,” 
generates (as a Hopf algebra) G,nl+l. Thus Vfi(Gr+‘) 3 GT+2nt1. Now, we know 
that n a~vi E Hz&‘“, so that by induction hypothesis (c), p,(n %vi) E GU(1;z22n+-1. 
Thus V(JJ %.,) E P(G,m+r). 
11-e are now in a position to show that z,( E I -“(G;” ‘)whenever 11 “.Y, : I ~‘~(I{,J~~). 
Since we can and will assume that whenever z,, E C-ll(Grrl), “‘J,, t I”( J(G~‘+‘), 
it will follow- that f”-*zi, ,,), t I’(Grl’ I’). So assume inductively that zil -z I .,(Gt’+l), 
whe~wver n ~‘si E 1 -J(W,“‘), for all ,q such that ,y ~ -< 1 u I. Then by our condition 
on the l’Jcg , it followx without difficulty that each term in ,I1 x:,, J-J “z,, is in 
I ‘“(GLy’“) (summing over IL such that x, /z(,:~),z -- LZ and 11((z) 0). Iht n-e have 
just shown that y”’ ‘(fl “x1) z I -“(Gz’ i ‘) and, by Lemma I, I, \\c kno\\- that 
y”’ ‘(n I’s,) -11 .! x,, . Thus f,, 11 1 ‘“(Gy’ ‘) and it fo]lons that ,” ‘:,,.,,, i 
C’(G&“+ ‘). (‘onsequently wc can define @“(n “2,) in G&” ‘. 
This completes the latter two inductions, which in turn \\ill complete the 
first induction once xc demonstrate that cp’;’ 1 is injective. ‘1’0 show this, let 
0 7.1 ‘L! E.‘Y(H~~~). By Corollary 1.9, w is of the form C kiy, .lI with /ri E K, 
?‘i c P, Jf c II”‘- “. Thus z(: E [tic+ J u P] , so bh- induction hypothesis q”((~) !’ 0. 
Thus y>,t: ,[,I’ _ , @w-l is injectke [X, Ixmma 11.0. I, p. 3171. ‘I’hat yP+‘: 
[ll’~’ u S,” ‘1 -+ G ‘M m1 is injectk nom follows immediately from the construction 
of 9)“’ 1. 
Thus WC have constructed an injcctivc coalgcbra map 91: I1 + G u Gj. 
The thcorcm will be compkte once x1-c show that q~ is surjccti\.c. ‘I’hc first step 
will be to show that 9(G) C v(H). ‘l\-e will do this bp showing that dim .Y(G”!) =-I 
dimb(H”‘) for all UZ. Since it has already been shown that 1;“’ ,l,,l,,Vi imp .‘fl(G”‘) 
is injectivc, this part of the argument will be completed. 
SOW HiSi and G”’ arc pseudogenerated by the same number of elements met 
thus dim Ii”’ := dim Gflli. It follows from Proposition 0.4 that, if dim -P(I1li’) -< 
dim :S(GJ”), then there esists x E !q(HJji) which has greater cohcight relative to 
11rl’ than T(S) h, ‘LS relative to Gilf. But let “.Y 7. 1, ‘x : .I’. ‘)y,.... J “--l ‘Y be a 
maximal standard sequence over s in 111”. Then bv C’orollar\- 1.9. 4”‘~~ : 
23 kiyi ~- -11 with lzj E K, yL E S”‘, .I\ E HJ” 2. Thus ;(‘I~,\.) cf W ,mcl \\c can 
conclude that cp(x) has cohcight -2‘ IL in GSi’. It follows that dim .4(H”‘) = 
dim .?J’(G”~). (In fact, we have shown that H”l and G”’ arc isomorphic as coalgebras 
--abut not via y”‘.) Kotc that we ha\.c incident17 shoxn that for an!. finite 11, 
.V r W(H) has coheight n in M if and only if v(x) has coheight ?z in G. 
To complete the proof we show that cycry product of elements from sequcnccs 
of divided powers in G is in rp(lZ). 1‘1 IIS suffices since such products span G [6, . 
Remark 12, pp. 32-331. 
11-c already know that any primitive is in q(H). 5 ,‘o assume inductively that 
n cxi is such a product and that n c7~~, c q(N) for all tl sucll that : tl --I ’ c ‘. 
I,ct ‘zc, = 9’ ‘(‘xi) and since we know that cp preserves finite cohcight, we can 
choose a standard sequence of length e(i) in Ii over each z:‘, 13 Lemma 1.1, 
y(n E~~i) == xj IJ ‘IJz<, where lxTi = = (2, (ri(l) == 6,,) and wc sum over (j ’ 
Ce d,(c)c = e]. 1Ve conclude that one 0; n (ljz,. =. n cxi while for the other j, 
j ~1.~ / < / P i and thus by induction JJ dig,. F F(H). 1 
Perhaps the following example will explain some of the rcasrjninq behind the 
technicalities in the above theorem. In this cxamplc, K will be a field of charac- 
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teristic 2 and HE 1 X2 j w-ill be assumed commutative. y” will revert to its normal 
meaning. 
EXAMPLE. Assume yi , ya , ya , yr2, yz2, yt3” are independent primitives 
of coheight precisely w0 (the first infinite ordinal) and contain in their span no 
primitives of higher coheight. Further assume that ~3~” = yg2” == ya5 m=. 0. 
Then one can take S1 =T (yr , yz , ys , yA =z yi”, y5 =- yt2, y6 = y:tf and let G’ 
be the commutative polynomial ring over Kin (I’,jF=r modulo the ideal generated 
by the Yia. r$ can simply be n ‘;yi --f n ‘1i . (e(i) =~= 0 or 1 for all i and e.) 
Kow let “ni be a 2nd divided power over yi V’i and assume that for 1 5: i :< 3, 
* z :: air3 and zi4 = 0. It may well turn out that each ai has coheight precisely d; 
one, but that q : z1 + y1 yf2 + .x1! and z+ L= z1 f y1y3 i- aa (2nd divided 
powers over 3-r + ya and yr -k y’a , respectively) and their squares w3 and PC~ , 
respectively, have coheight precisely 2. Thus, if we let UI” = ( yvi , zj; ; , in 
order for S,2 to pseudogenerate IIt2 WC must pick s” to be something iike 
S1 u (eq , TL’~ , z~‘a , wq , zi , zi}. (IYe are assuming that H“ contains no 
2nd divided power of coheight greater than 2.) Thus we take G” to 
be generated by Gi and br; ,~Wj , IJ:, , rZ;, Zi , Z4. ‘p’: 5” -+ G” can be 
defined in the obvious way, but in attempting to extend cp2 to zuiw2 a difficulty 
arises. On the one hand, q?(“iz~.,) should be in G,“, i.e., the part of G2 generated 
by Gi and the W, . On the other hand, I’(qzc,) = (yi !- y2)(.y1 + yzl) = 
3’1 2 -J- y2yt3 -(- y,y3 -+ y1y2 , i.e., $( PY(zO,zc,)) = l-J _- 17?Y3 -+ l;rYC, -+- 1’rIe2 . 
But this element is not in I-(G,“), since 17(?V1?~‘P) = (I-i -1 I,)(E*a -j+ 1,) := 
Y21j T- lMllrLs .;- Ylky2 is in V(Ga3) and 1; clearly is not. Thus there is no way 
to extend v2 to zu1zuu2 so that V(q+‘(z~~zu.,)) E T’(G,“). 
Consequently, before defining p2 on ZL’~W~ we define H3 and G3 where, because 
lY(Hz2) + K, P’(Hz3) = Hai. That is, since y4 <. c- K,‘, it will have coheight 1 in 
Hz”, which will mean that an image for ZL~~ZL’~ can be found in G3. 
Here, the difficulty discussed above might have been avoided by choosing 
.\‘I as (y, -+ y1 , yr + 3~:~ , yi , yJ + yj , y1 -I- ys , yl}, but there can he no 
guarantee that a similar difficulty would not have arisen later with this choice. 
In the following theorem vve assume that this type of difficulty does not occur. 
Then one is able to eliminate the assumption that the Hnare finite dimensional. 
?'HEOREM 2.2. Let H E / A? / and assume that it is pseudogenerated by S = 
.[y.Jic,, a set of standard generators. rlssurne further that then! exists a sequence 
(indexed by the ordinals) qf sub-Hopf algebras K = HO C H1 C ... C Ha C ... such 
that 
(1) UN& = H; 
(2) Ha = lJBcti Ha $a is a limit ordinal; 
(3) V(Hnl ‘) C HA for all oi; 
(4) @+n = k’“(H,“‘“) zuhenewr T’“(H,“+“) # K; 
(5) S,9E pseudogenerates HOo; for all a, /3. 
Then His isomorphic as a coalgebra to an object in 9’ zuhich we will call G. 
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Proof. Here as compared to Theorem 2.1 we have allowed the sequence of 
sub-Hopf algebra of H to be indexed by the ordinals instead of the nonnegative 
integers alone. With assumption (2) this creates no additional complications in 
the proof, as at a limit ordinal 01, one defines G” = (Jaca Go and vu as (JU+ ~6. 
At nonlimit ordinals, the same inductive argument as in Theorem 2.1 can be used. 
The other substantive change is that the H” are no longer presumed finite 
dimensional, but hypothesis (3) has been replaced by a stronger hypothesis (4). 
The only place that the finite dimensionality was used was to show that F: H + G 
was surjective. Here we shall, in fact, show that vn: I-la --f Ga is surjective for all 01. 
(If we renumbered the Ha by saying that for any limit ordinal p, Ha+?L ~7 fTa+2n :: 
gad 2n+1, then the proof of the previous theorem applies directly to the Ha, except 
for the surjectivity. And we may say that y’: HU ---+ Ga.) Assume @: HE --f GO is 
onto for all jS < 01. If OL is a limit ordinal then it follows directly that 9”: FIE + GU is 
surjective. If 01 is not a limit ordinal, then by Corollary 1.9, every primitive x E GX 
is of the form: C k,I’, + M with ki E K, lri E @(Se) and ME G3-l. Thus by con- 
struction and induction x E rp”(H”). S imilarly if .X E P(G”) has coheight n relative 
to G&, then it has a pnth divided power of the form: C k,Yi + M in GR. Again 
this element will be in F~(H~), and it follows that F~-‘(.x) has coheight n relative 
to H. Now the concluding argument of Theorem 2.1, can be applied to q” and 
we are done. 1 
3. 
ln this section we apply Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 to various types of Hopf 
algebras. In particular we show that every object of y2”, is isomorphic as a co- 
algebra to an object in %?r . 
THEOREM 3.1. 1f Ii E \ %a ; then there exists a set of standard generators 
S = {yi}itr which pseudogenerates H and a sequence of Jinite-dimensional sub-Hopf 
algebras K == Ho C H1 C Hz C ... such that 
(1) lJHj=H; 
(2) V(IijQ) C Hj for j > 0; 
(3) lin(H~-t2n+1) = Hi:: wheneoer Lr7z(H~+2n) # K; 
(4) S,j pseudogenerates H,j for all j, N. 
Proof. Let *2*r , xg , xa ,... be a basis of Y(H). Let H’ : = (x1\. Then V(H’) =y 
II0 so any standard generator will be a primitive. Since HE ( S2 (, Ii1 is finite 
dimensional, so we can find a basis of 9’(H’) that contains a basis of .9(Ha1) for all 
a. Call this basis S1. By Corollary 1.7, S,l will pseudogenerate Ha1 for all 0~. 
Now assume inductively that we have found sub-Hopf algebras K = Ho C 
Hl C . . . C Hm-l and sets of standard generators S1 C S2 C ... C P-l such that: 
(a) V(EF) :1 HIj, j < m - 3; 
(b) Vn(Hz+2n+1) = Hz,‘: whenever V”(H~i~2n) f K andj + 2n + 1 < m; 
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(c) S,j pseudogenerates Z&j forj < m and for all cu; 
(d) Hj is finite dimensional,j < m; 
(.=I xjEHJ, j < m. 
We now proceed to define N”“. 
(i) Consider the sequence of Hopf algebras: Hr-l3 HJnw13 ... 3 H1”-13 .... 1 & 
Since ZP-r is finite dimensional, there are only a finite number of distinct terms 
and we may choose PI , ,8a ,..., pt so that for any ol, H,n”-’ = H,J-’ for some j 
(unless Hr-l = K) an d so that HlI-‘G Hz;:. Now for each yi E Sz$ find a 
standard generator yi* E ZZfij such that V(y,*) L- yi . 
(ii) Also for each n > 1, consider all pi such that V”(EZE-‘) $- K. Then, 
since V(ZZiyM1) C ZZF$, applying CT “--I to both sides shows that V-‘(ZZ$$) + 
K. Thus, bi, induct& hypothesis (b), for each y, E S;,z there exists a standard 
generator pi E Hi:+: such that V”-‘( yi) == yi . Sow choose a standard generator 
yi* E HOi such that V(y,*) == ri . 
Let ZP be the Hopf algebra generated by the various yzV found in (i) and (ii) 
together with IV,,, and Z!F1. 
Since I’ applied to each generator is in H”‘-’ and since V commutes with 
products, we have that V’(EP) C Hnz-2. Since in part (i) we found a yi* for each 
pseudogenerator of HF-‘, V(ZZ”‘) 3 Hr-‘. Thus V(Hn’) = Hr-2 and ZZ”” 
satisfies (a) of the induction hypothesis. 
(b) is satisfied since whenever V”(ZZ!$$-‘) -# K then for every yi E S:T;~~ we 
included in H”I a yi* E Z& such that V”(y,*) = pi . 
(d) is satisfied since only a finite number of yi* were picked and HE 1 %T2 [. 
Thus (c) can also be satisfied, since we can extend Pi-m1 to a set of pseudo- 
generators of Z+ by choosing a maximal set of standard generators in Hm 
independent module Hm-l, that for each CY contains a maximal set of standard 
generators in HmpTb independent module Hz-‘. Call this set S”“. Applying 
Corollary 1.7 to ZZEm shows that SEnz pseudogenerates ZZ,,“. Thus the induction 
argument has been completed. 
To complete the proof we need only show that IJ Hj = H, By [6, Remark 121, 
if for every primitive in H we take a maximal sequence of elements: lzi , 2zi ,..,, 
71 -7 mi ,..., where jzi is a jth term in some sequence of divided powers over lzi 
(but not necessarily the same sequence), then the j.zi will generate H as a Hopf 
algebra. Thus we need only show that every standard generator of H is in U Hj. 
(The other izi will be generated by the standard generators.) 
By construction every primitive of H is in (J Hi. Assume inductively that 
every n-standard generator of H is in IJ Hj for n < t. Then, if y is a t-standard 
generator, V(y) is a (t - I)-standard generator and therefore in U Hj, i.e., in 
H”’ for some m. Now by construction there exists a standard generator 7 in 
HnrA2 such that V( 7) = V(T). But $ - y E:Y(ZZ). n 
481/50/2-z 
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COROLLARY 3.2. Ewry object in A!?~ is isomorphic as a coalgebra to an object 
in ‘Y1 . 
Proof. Theorem 2.1 plus ‘Theorem 3.1. 1 
Theorem 2.2 can be used on several classes of Hopf algebras for which 
Theorem 2.1 is not applicable. In the remaining theorems of this section K[X,], 
will be the polynomial ring (either commutative or noncommutative) on the Xi , 
while (X,) will be the ideal generated by the Xi . 
THEOREM 3.3. Assume If E 1 SC \ is commutative and is isomorphic as an 
algebra to KISiliEr . Assume further that each Xi is a standard generator and that 
for each i, either Xi E Y(H) or I,‘(X?) := Xi f or some j. Then H is isomorphic as a 
coalgebra to an object in 1. 
Proof. Let HJL =: K[,Yi]i,,I, wkre I,’ :~= (i ( Lr”(Xj) = 01. Then u Hj =:I II 
and each H” is pseudogenerated by S” = (X:)m}m~,,iE,n (use Corollary 1.6). 
Now it follows easily from the hypothesis that a polynomial in the -Xi has 
coheight ci if and only if each variable has coheight a; or in other words, each 
H, is of the form K[XJi,,& , 1, = (i : Si has coheight a:. Consequently, 
pyfq:“) .~ Ifi )L and H%j will be pseudogencrated by S&i. Thus the hypotheses 
of Theorem 2.2 are satisfied. 1 
THEOKEM 3.4. =Issume H E ’ 3~ : is commutative and is isomorphic as an 
algebra to KISili,, mod& (-Y:‘“,~ it, for some t. Assume further that each X, is a 
standard generator, and that for each i, either _1-; E .9(H) 01’ V-(X<) = Avj for some j. 
Then H is i.comorphic as a coalgebra to an object in 8. 
Proof. Same as Theorem 3.3, except that we let S” == :X~nzlol,,,il,ic,” . 1 
'rHEORER1 3.5. Same as Theorem 3.3 except let K[Xi] be the noncommutatiw 
polynomial ring. 
PYOO~. The argument of Theorem 3.3 applies except that the construction 
of S’” must be done more carefully. By [7, Lemma 3.5, p. 20]9’(FP) will be the 
restricted p-Lie algebra generated by {Sij.ii,r By [7, Lemma 3.3, pp. 17-181 
there exists a basis S1 of 9(H1) consisting of commutators of various orders in 
the variables and p’th powers of these elements (various j). The variables 
appearing in any linear combination of elements of S’ will be the union of the 
variables that appear in the elements. and it follows easily that S,’ pscudo- 
generates 11,’ for all 01. 
In IZli again take a basis T” of the restricted p-Lie algebra generated by 
ceilidh , of the form found for Sr above. Assume x E Z’“, x E H,” - FIR-’ and 
b’“‘(x) + 0 but P++) = 0. Th en, by [7, Proposition 3.4, pp. 18-2Cli, there 
exists an m-standard generator of the form s t- z with z E Ifr--l. It can now be 
shown that these standard generators pseudogenerate II’“, and clearly a subset 
will pseudogenerate H,” for all 01. Adjoin this set to Sz-’ and call it S”. 1 
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THEOREM 3.6. In Theorem 3.4 take K[S,] to be a zoncommutative polz’tlomial 
ring. 1 
DEFINITIOK. Let (kr .g) ; Co C C’ C C’” C ... be a filtration of a pointed 
irreducible cocommutative coalgebra C with grouplike g. JYe say that a basis B 
of C is homogeneous with respect to theJiltration, if for each j a subset of B spans 
Cj if R E R and, if the other elements of B have augmentation 0. 
COROLLARY 3.7. ilssume that a pointed, irreducible rocommufative coalgebra C 
has a basis B ~2 (s,~~~, u (61 tkat is homogeneous with respect to some filtration of C‘ 
and such tJzat for eaclz i either V(q) -- 0 OP V(si) = xj for some j. Then both the 
free commutative irreducible Hopf algebra on C and tlze free irreducible Hopf algebra 
on C are isomorphic to objPcts in 3. 
Proof. As explained in [7, I .I3 and 1.14, pp. 3-41 the free commutative 
irreducible Hopf algebra and the free irreducible Hopf algebra are the com- 
mutative and noncommutative polynomial rings, respectively, on (.lMjj ,+, with 
OS, = z:j Sj, @ Sj, if dxi = x:j xjl @ .Zj2 . Call this Hopf algebra H. In order 
to use Theorems 3.3 and 3.5 we wish to show that H is isomorphic as a FI(Jpf 
algebra to KIYili,, where each 1: is a standard generator and tither 1 -(Ii) z 0 
or C-(1’?) = I-; . 
Let Hflz = KIS,lit,” u -here I”’ := (i ! xi E C”,:. Assume inductive]\- that for 
all in I’, I < m, we have found a standard generator 1, of the form S; -I- Qj 
with ,Oi E H7-l and that either I/(1’<) = Yj or l’(I,) = 0. Since the C’ form a 
filtration we have that dAYz = Si 8 I L I 0 S, ! 11’ with A’ E H’+* ,zi H’“-1. 
i2ssume that I”(-1/) V’ 0 but V+‘(S,) =: 0. Then, if we use the notation that 
S,,,i =_ I-‘)‘(Si), by induction we have that I,; , I-(f--l)i ,..., I’ii are generators 
of a standard sequence. Thus, by [7, Proposition 2.10, p. 1 I], there exists a 
standard generator of the form: -Yi -‘- Qj with 0; E W+ 1. 1 
4. 
In this final section we will show that the objects in r?‘, can be classified by 
their Urn-Kaplansky invariants. Together with Corollary 3.2 this will imply 
that the coalgebra structures of ob.jects in c%z are classified hy Ulm-Kaplanskx- 
invariants. 
Let HE I Y i and let G be a sub-Hopf algebra of H. For an ordinal (t let 
G, : = {.Y E G, .V is a standard generator and F-(.x) E [TX, z> and let G,” he the 
vector space generated by GU and G,_.r . If Y E Gti, then the standard sequence 
containing 1’(x) has an extension y in Flbmi i and .v - y E .Y(H,). Module 3(H, ,~I), 
y is unique and we have the linear map li: (=,“,‘G, r, -+ ~~(~~~)~.Y(~~,T-,). (Sate: 
Normally Gti is not a vector space, but if xi , x2 E Gz then ks, + .x2 differs from 
an element of GE by an element of Gficl Thus U is defined on G,*/G, 1 .) 
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DEFISITIOP;. If HE 1 9 I and G C H, then x E H -- G is said to be proper 
zcith respect to G, if s has the greatest coheight of an\- clement in (G, .xz,~ -- G. 
The following lemma and theorem are more or less translations of [14, 
Lemma 13 and Theorem 141. 
LEMMA 4. I. Let II E 1 9 avid let G be a sub-Hopf a[yebra of IL Then the 
jollozcing cue eyuizalen t: 
( 1) 7’lte range of li is not all oj9(ffJj~Y(f[~ + ,). 
(2) .4(H,,) contains an element ?f rohei,ohtprecisely 01, proper with respect to G. 
Proqf. I ;. 2: Pick z’ EY(HJ such that z’ + .Y(HO+J is not in the range of I-. 
\Ve shall show that z’ is proper with respect to G. Suppose the contrary. Let 
G’ G, it B!, assumption Girl ~- G,. r 2 : :- there esists a standard 
generator j* E Gi r ~~ Ga, 1 Since I’( ~9) E G,, r , it follows from Corollary 1.9 
that J has the form z -- s, s E G. Thus there exists a standard generator t in H, 
such that I-(t) 7’ -- s. Thus I,?“(r) F(v) - C’(s) -- l’(s), i.e., I’(s) has 
coheight n 2. Since s differs from a standard generator by a primitive, it too 
is a standard generator and therefore s E G,“. Rut c-(s) v 2 -P(H> L1), 
contradicting our assumption. 
2 :- I : Suppose Z’ E.Y(fI,,) I ias coheight precisely Y and is proper with 
respect to G. Then z’ )- .Y(HJ is not in the range of I’. For if it were there 
would exist ,xtG:, ,y E Ha ,.r such that x --y E-Y(H) and z’ s -y mod.Y(H,:-,). 
But then coheight (2, ~- x) >- n: in contradiction of the assumption that 71 is 
proper with respect to G. 1 
THEO~U~ 4.2. Assume G, HE ‘Yl and that the I~‘lvn~f;aplansky ivlvar.iants 
j(x) qf G atld H are equal for all ordinals 01. Then G and If are isomorphic as Hopf 
a@ebvas. (Reminder: ,J(x) = dim(:Y(G,,)/.Y(G,, J).) 
Proof. I.et llr , Ii.’ , uiI ,... be a maximal set of independent standard generators 
in G and let 7', , v2 , zB ,... be a similar set in H. Assume inductively that we have 
finite-dimensional G’ C G, H’ C Hand a Hopf algebra isomorphism F: G’ + H’ 
that respects cohcight relative to G and 11. Let uj be the first element in the first 
list not in G’ and choose n such that lV”(ui) 6 G’ but Vn+r(ui) E G’. Find a 
standard generator N in (G’, V’,(U,)‘~ G’ that h as maximal coheight and also 
has the property that among all standard generators of maximal coheight I’(s) 
has maximal cohcight. (Note that I,-lL(~,) E (G’, x:5 by Corollary 1.7.) 
Let n 2 = coheight x and let ~(l,~(s)) = z. 1% -e wish to extend y to (G’, s; by 
finding a standard generator u: E 11 ~~ If’ of coheight precisely a such that 
I;(w) := z and such that zc is proper with respect to H’. 
Case T. .\ssume z has coheight precisely OL -I- 1. (tVe will take the coheight 
of 0 to be greater than any ordinal; so we are assuming, in particular, that z # 0.) 
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Find a standard generator w E H, such that T;(W) = z. w $ H,,., for then 
ZE &<2. H Nest w $ H’, for if u: E H’ set y = v-r(w). Then x - y E (G’, ~,a - G’ 
and q( V(K) - I’(y)) = w -- ZL’ = 0. Thus coheight (X - y) = OL and coheight 
LJ~(.z: - y) :- 01 + 1, contradicting the maximality of V(y). 
In order to show that w is proper with respect to H we need show that there 
is no standard generator in (II’, W:J - IJ of coheight greater than a:. By Corol- 
lary 1.9 such a standard generator will be of the form w -t t with t E H,‘. Let 
p-l(t) = s. Then V(zu +- t) E HeI z implies that V(X ,’ s) E G,,a . But x J s E G, 
which contradicts the maximality of the coheight of I’(X). 
Case II. Assume z E Hz+s, i.e., V(X) E G,~,., . ‘I’hcn there exists a standard 
generator y E Gatl such that C-(X) = V(y). x -- y EY(GJ and is proper with 
respect to G’, since x is proper with respect to G’, Consequently, by Lemma 4. I, 
dim(Gi”/G,‘) <f(a) 3 dim(H,‘*/H,,‘) <f(a). Thus again by Lemma 4.1, 
Y(H,) contains an element wr of cohcight precisely a: and proper with respect 
to H’. Now choose a standard generator 7c., E IJ,,-r such that V(zuJ = 2 and let 
w := zcl +- zu2 . Th en L-(w) = x, w has coheight precisely 01, and zo is proper 
with respect to H’. 
In either case 9) can be extended to <G’, x/ + (H’, w;. via cp(~.v’“) = pi” 
for 1’ E G’. Since x and w are both proper this map preserves coheight. 
Sow continue the construction of the isomorphism by picking the first ri 
not in (27, W> and constructing rp-l((IJ’, W, V’~(U~))) as above. Continue by 
alternating between the two lists. Since eventually every standard generation 
of G will he in the domain of q and every standard generator of FI will be in the 
range of 9, v will be an isomorphism of G onto II. 1 
COROLLARY 4.3. If H, GE 1 Hz ; have the same L’lm-Kaplansky &variants 
then they are isomorphic as coalgebras. 
Proof. Theorem 3.1 plus Theorem 4.2. 1 
The answer to the question as to which collections of Urn-Kaplansky 
invariants can occur for objects in Zz is the same as it is for countable reduced 
Abelian groups. 
DEFINITION. A function f from the ordinals to the nonnegative integers 
will be called admissib2e if there exists h < wr (the first uncountable ordinal) 
such that: 
(1) f(7) = 0 for all f > ;1; 
(2) if ai and ,8 are limit ordinals such that 01 < /3 < h then f is nonzero on 
an infinite number of ordinals between 01 and ,8. 
THEOREM 4.4. (I) If f gives the Ulm-Kaplansky invariants of an object in 
Z2 then f is admissible. 
(2) If f is admissible then there exists an object in Yl with Clm-Kaplansky 
iwariants given by f. 
Proof. (1) The same as for groups. See [4, Esercises 35, 36, p. 321. 
(2) By [2, Theorem 78.6, p. 711 there is a reduced countable Abelian 
group ,-1 whose IJInx-Kaplansky invariants are given byf. By [2, Theorem 83.5, 
p. 99 and Theorem 82.4, p. 911 A has a generating set S (xJIE, subject only 
to the defining relations ps, =: 0 or pxi :-. ,x, (i ,L j). (A has a “simple presenta- 
tion.“) So define t-I as the commutative polynomial ring over K on {Sij.it, 
module the ideal generated by {XiPj,E,, and so that each S, is a standard 
generator with 1 ‘(Xi) 2~: 0 if pxi == 0 and T-(Xi) : = Sj if ps, xi . 
Sate that if y t .9(H), y =- C k,,Yi , ki E K. For by Corollary 1.9, there is an 
II’ C H such that > r-z kiSi zc, with LXTi $ H’ and zc E II’. But L’(y) == 0 
and it follows that the polynomial w is of the form -/zi.Yj ‘- 8’ with l’(&) = 
TV(Xi). Then, since S, and Sj are standard generators, Si -- Xj E.Y(H). 
Continue by induction. 
Thus there is an obvious one-to-one correspondence between a basis of :9(H) 
and generators of the socle of d---a correspondence that maps elements of 
coheight a to elements of height 01. It follows that the I’lm--Kaplansky invariants 
of 11 and d are identical. 1 
Professor Kaplansky suggested this problem to me. 
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